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a b s t r a c t 

We use the MarsWRF general circulation model to examine the temporal and spatial response of the at- 

mosphere to idealized local and regional dust storm radiative heating. The ability of storms to modify the 

atmosphere away from the location of dust heating is a likely prerequisite for dynamical feedbacks that 

aid the growth of storms beyond the local scale, while the ability of storms to modify the atmosphere 

after the cessation of dust radiative heating is potentially important in preconditioning the atmosphere 

prior to large scale storms. Experiments were conducted over a range of static, prescribed storm sizes, 

durations, optical depth strengths, locations, and vertical extents of dust heating. Our results show that 

for typical sizes (order 10 5 km 

2 ) and durations (1–10 sols) of local dust storms, modification of the at- 

mosphere is less than the typical variability of the unperturbed (storm-free) state. Even if imposed on re- 

gional storm length scales (order 10 6 km 

2 ), a 1-sol duration storm similarly does not significantly modify 

the background atmosphere. Only when imposed for 10 sols does a regional dust storm create a signifi- 

cant impact on the background atmosphere, allowing for the possibility of self-induced dynamical storm 

growth. These results suggest a prototype for how the subjective observational categorization of storms 

may be related to objective dynamical growth feedbacks that only become available to storms after they 

achieve a threshold size and duration, or if they grow into an atmosphere preconditioned by a prior large 

and sustained storm. 

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Dust storms on Mars are observed to exhibit a wide range of

sizes, durations, and optical thicknesses ( Briggs et al., 1979; Martin

and Richardson, 1993; Martin and Zurek, 1993; Cantor et al., 2001;

Wang and Richardson, 2015; Guzewich et al., 2015, 2017; Kass

et al., 2016; Kulowski et al., 2017 ). Colloquially these storms have

been grouped based primarily on their size, with references to “lo-

cal”, “regional”, and “planet-encircling” (or “global” or “great”) be-

ing common (e.g., Martin and Zurek, 1993 ). Based upon the ex-

tensive and nearly continuous dataset available from Mars Global

Surveyor (MGS) through to Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO),

other additional categorizations have been suggested based on

both the spatial and temporal extent of the storm ( Cantor et al.,

2001 ), the seasonal date of large regional and global storm onset
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 Kass et al., 2016 ), or the location and mechanism of regional storm

volution ( Wang and Richardson, 2015 ). Local dust storms are the

ost common occurring storm and their characteristics and spa-

ial and temporal distribution have been examined in some detail

 Cantor et al., 2001; Guzewich et al., 2015, 2017; Kulowski et al.,

017 ). 

An important question prompted by the creation of these sub-

ective categories is: to what extent do storms actually cluster into

ifferent “types” of storms and what physical mechanisms might

xist that cause such clustering? For example, are the local and

egional storms shown in Fig. 1 merely self-similar structures of

ifferent sizes or are there distinct dynamics that control these

tructures such that they are truly separate classes of storm? To

llustrate this dichotomy, it might be argued that on the one hand

he spectrum of storm sizes is a continuum and that the group-

ng of storms into labeled categories is an arbitrary, subjective, and

fuzzy” discretization of a natural, continuous distribution. A corol-

ary of this argument would be that there are no threshold size- or

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2017.11.032
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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Fig. 1. Examples of (A) local and (B) regional dust storms seen in the Mars Daily Global Maps (MDGMs) assembled from Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) Mars Color 

Imager (MARCI) camera images. (A) Local storm near Amazonis Planitia in MDGM B10_day27, Ls = 291.9 °. (B) Regional storm over Noachis Terra, west of Hellas, in MDGM 

B11_day27, Ls = 309.7 °. Boxes around each image show latitude and longitude intervals, while scale bars at the lower left of each image show the difference in relative size 

between the two storms. The scale bars are shown as a 500 km reference distance corresponding to the central latitude of each image. Note that both images use a simple 

cylindrical map projection and hence the 500 km scale bar changes in projected length at different latitudes; in particular, in case (B) the latitudinal variation of over 60 ° in 

the image means that the 500 km scale bar will change by approximately a factor of 3 between the top and the bottom of the image. 
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ime-dependent feedbacks for storm development. Instead, there

ould be a dependence on stochastic parameters (e.g., background

inds, supply of dust, etc.), and that, at an extreme, there would

e only a very weak positive feedback on dust lifting, otherwise all

torms would eventually grow to the largest extent. On the other

and, the contrary argument would be that the storm categories

ruly reflect deeper and objective divisions in the actual dust storm

opulation. The corollary in this case would be that real physical

echanisms within the atmosphere must provide threshold (size

nd duration) and/or location dependent “gates” that allow storms

o change from one category to another and create the gaps (the

ransitional pathways) between the categories. In this latter case,

ust storm growth would represent a true cascade as new modes

f growth became available to storms depending upon their size,

uration, history, and location. 

Some evidence that objective categorical definition has merit, at

east in the case of distinct global dust storms, is provided by nu-

erical modeling of global dust storm onset ( Haberle et al., 1982;

chneider, 1983; Wilson, 1997; Newman et al., 2002; Basu et al.,

004 ). These models show that the presence of sufficient dust in

he atmosphere fundamentally reconfigures the general circulation,

ith a significant expansion and intensification of the overturning

“Hadley”) circulation. Further support for objective categorical dis-

inction of storms is provided by the frontal/tidal mechanism for

he development of “flushing” storms ( Wang et al., 2003 ), where

 distinct morphological subcategory of regional storms has been

inked to a specific regional and seasonal window (the northern

id-latitudes in northern autumn and winter), and to a specific

ransitional mechanism (the constructive interference of the ther-

al tide with baroclinic frontal storms). 

A generalization of the question of storm categorization is

hether thresholds exist such that as storms grow they gain ac-

ess to additional and potentially faster mechanisms of growth

hat are not available to smaller storms. The activation of such ex-

ra mechanisms of growth would then provide the physical dis-

inctions between different storm type categories. Most local dust

torms, which widely occur near the cap edge, at surface ther-

ophysical property boundaries, and in association with local to-
ography, generally dissipate within a few sols (e.g., Cantor et al.,

001; Guzewich et al., 2015; 2017; Kulowski et al., 2017 ). This sug-

ests that the intrinsic growth mechanisms that are available to

mall storms are relatively slow compared to changes in the exter-

ally imposed thermal and wind state. Indeed, it is not clear how

uch of local storm growth is due to intrinsic feedbacks (such as

n expanding periphery of dust lifting) and how much is due to

hanges in the externally imposed wind field independent of the

ust storm (e.g., the apparent lack of feedback in the storms ex-

mined by Heavens (2017) ). Irrespective of how the smaller storms

nitially grow, the question addressed in this paper is whether

he ability of a storm to influence the atmosphere at some dis-

ance from the area of dust heating, and/or at some time after

essation of dust heating, changes significantly for storms above

ome threshold size, duration, and/or dust opacity. Distal influ-

nce then opens the possibility of distal feedback mechanisms of

torm growth (e.g., more rapid expansion of the existing lifting

rea, activation of new lifting centers, increased rates of dust ad-

ection, deeper vertical mixing of dust, etc.) that are not available

o smaller storms and would create a dynamically meaningful dis-

inction between large local and small regional storms. Similarly, a

asting modification of the atmosphere by one storm that aids the

rowth of a subsequent storm allows for the physical categoriza-

ion of sequential activation storms, as observationally described

y Wang and Richardson (2015) and that may have been important

n the origin of the 2001 global storm ( Strausberg et al., 2005 ). 

In this paper, we examine the scale-dependent feedback be-

ween local and regional dust storms and the regional and global

tmosphere. We limit the study to consideration of only the ther-

al and dynamical feedback on the atmosphere in order to limit

he investigation to feedbacks associated with the distal dynamical

esponse of the circulation to the storm. We do not treat advection

f dust aerosols nor the activation of additional dust lifting centers

eyond the area of the originally imposed storm. We use a general

irculation model (GCM) to examine the thermal and dynamical

esponse of the atmosphere to the imposition of static dust storms

simulated as regions of increased dust optical depth) of differing

hysical extent, duration, and total optical depth. The strength of
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Table 1 

List of experiments discussed in this work. For storm locations, refer to Table 2 and Fig. 2 . Optical depths are referenced to a 

wavelength of 0.67 microns. ∗The simulation of the regional storm at location 1 used an optical depth of 200 rather than 250 

for both durations. 

Storm properties 

Experiment Optical depth, τ Duration (sols) Location 

Reference No storms (climatology) – –

Local , O (10 5 km 

2 ) 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 250 1.5, 10.5 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

Regional , O (10 6 km 

2 ) 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 250 ∗ 1.5, 10.5 1, 2 
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response is assessed by examining the degree to which the im-

posed storms influence the atmosphere in their proximity and the

period over which the imposed storms influence the atmosphere

after removal of the optical depth perturbation. 

In Section 2 , we describe the setup of the GCM experiments us-

ing the Mars Weather Research and Forecasting (MarsWRF) model,

and describe our choices for storm category size and duration. We

then proceed to describe the results of imposing “local” and “re-

gional” scale storms in the model in Sections 3 and 4 , respectively.

Finally, we provide a summary and discussion in Section 5 . 

2. Experimental setup 

All experimental simulations described in this paper were per-

formed using the MarsWRF GCM ( Toigo et al., 2012 ), the Mars-

specific instance of the generalized planetary atmospheric model,

planetWRF ( Richardson et al., 2007 ). The simulations were all

run at 2 ° horizontal resolution, with 52 vertical layers stretch-

ing from the surface to approximately 120 km altitude. All other

physics parameterizations and model parameters are as described

in Toigo et al. (2012) , with the exception of the radiation parame-

terization of Mischna et al. (2012) that is used here. 

Experiments were conducted with the goal of determining the

size of the spatial, temporal, and opacity perturbations necessary

for the thermal and dynamical state of the atmosphere at some

distance from the storm to be affected. In other words, we seek a

quantitative gauge of how much of a perturbation is required be-

fore the atmosphere external to the storm “senses” the presence

of a storm. There are a great many feedback mechanisms poten-

tially associated with dust storms and the spread of their influ-

ence to other locations. In this initial study, we specifically only

consider the dynamical response to imposed dust storm radiative

forcing. In this case, the atmosphere can respond to the imposed

forcing by a range of dynamical mechanisms, such as wave exci-

tation and the development of thermally-direct circulations, that

modify temperature and winds distal to the site of forcing. At the

scale of regional-to-global storm transitions, it is these kinds of re-

mote (or teleconnection) dynamical feedbacks that are thought to

be of prime importance (e.g., Schneider, 1983 ) as they can operate

much more quickly on long length scales than advective processes

and also fundamentally reconfigure the nature of the circulation. 

In order to examine the impact of local and regional storms

upon the atmosphere, we developed a set of idealized storms

with differing location, lateral extent, duration, total column op-

tical depth, and vertical extent of dust optical depth perturbation.

See Table 1 for a list of experiments and their major character-

istics. The impact of the perturbations on the state of the atmo-

sphere is quantified by comparison with a storm-free control sim-

ulation, with the method of comparison described in more detail

in Sections 3 and 4 . Dust optical depth is fully prescribed and does

not respond to the model winds. The background atmospheric dust

optical depth for the reference simulation follows the spatial and

temporal function described by Montmessin et al. (2004) . This ref-

erence run forms the initial state for all perturbation cases, and

was previously spun-up for several years in order to equilibrate
he seasonal CO 2 cycle ( Guo et al., 2009 ). All dust storm simula-

ions were conducted in early northern fall at a solar longitude of

pproximately Ls = 220 °, which lies within the broad span of the

artian “dust storm season” (roughly Ls = 180 °-330 °) and is when

 large number of storms are often observed (e.g., Guzewich et al.,

017 ). Given the nature of the results for local storms (described

n Section 3 ), it seems unlikely that the limitation to one seasonal

ate will be of any consequence. For regional storms, we suspect

hat season would not have a strong impact on the core findings

f this work regarding whether a threshold storm size is needed to

roduce a distal effect, but do not investigate this here. 

Locations of storms imposed and investigated within this study

re listed in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 2 . All are sites of relatively

requent dust storm occurrence, as seen in dust storm occurrence

requency maps in Guzewich et al. (2017) , with activity observed

t or near Ls = 220 ° during at least one of the Mars years in their

urvey. Despite the wide geographic range of chosen sites, results

ere quite similar at all locations, and thus only results from west-

rn Hellas (location 1) and Chryse Planitia (location 2) are shown

r described in the following sections. Results for the other sites

re, however, included in the supplementary materials. 

For the two primary study locations, “regional dust storms”

larger than order 10 6 km 

2 ) were imposed in additional sets of

imulations beyond the “local storm” (of order 10 5 km 

2 ) simula-

ions and storm-free “reference” case. The size of the imposed dust

torms was based on both the statistics of observed dust storms

eported in Guzewich et al. (2017) and the definition of storm size

ategories described in Martin and Zurek (1993) . The location and

ize of the regional storms for locations 1 and 2 are indicated by

he larger boxes in Fig. 2 . For all simulations and locations, the

local” storms were designed to be a region 3 × 3 gridpoints in

ize (corresponding to 6 ° longitude by 6 ° latitude at the resolution

sed in these simulations, and thus representing an area of ap-

roximately 10 5 km 

2 ), while the “regional” storms were designed

o be a region of 31 × 15 gridpoints (62 ° longitude by 30 ° latitude,

ith an area of approximately 5 × 10 6 km 

2 ). 

For each of the two storm size categories, two durations were

xamined. These durations were 1.5 sols (for short storms) and

0.5 sols (for long storms), where “sol” refers to one Martian so-

ar day. The total duration of each experiment bracketing these

torm perturbations was 10 and 20 sols, respectively. The first ap-

roximately 2.5 sols of each simulation was unperturbed from the

pun-up reference simulation, and then at the next occurrence of

oughly local noon at the imposed storm location, the dust opti-

al depth was increased to reflect the occurrence of a storm. Thus,

or the 1.5-sol duration storm experiments, after cessation of the

torm there followed a further 6 sols of after-storm simulation,

hile for the 10.5-sol duration storm experiments, after cessation

f the storm there followed a further 7 sols of after-storm simula-

ion. 

A duration of 1.5 sols was selected to represent, roughly, the

inimum resolvable storm duration from Mars orbital observa-

ions, i.e., a storm seen on one sol but not on the prior or sub-

equent sol, and without knowledge of exactly when the storm

tarted or ended. The choice of 1.5 sols also results from starting
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Table 2 

List of locations where dust storms were imposed in simulations. The approximate geographic region and central latitude and 

longitude of each location are listed. See also Fig. 2 for a map of the locations. 

Imposed Dust Storm Locations 

Location Region Central Central 

Latitude Longitude 

1 Western edge of Hellas Planitia 37 °S 55 °E 
2 Southeast of Tempe Terra near Chryse Planitia 33 °N 63 °W 

3 Syria Planum 17 °S 101 °W 

4 Acidalia Planitia 57 °N 11 °W 

5 Terra Cimmeria 57 °S 139 °E 
6 Arcadia Planitia 37 °N 173 °E 

Fig. 2. Location and approximate size of simulated local dust storms (black or white boxes) in this work, shown on MOLA topography for reference. The larger boxes around 

locations 1 and 2 are the sizes and locations of the imposed regional dust storms in their respective simulations. 
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he imposed storm around noon local time (as a time of large tur-

ulent activity), and allowing it to continue to exist for the remain-

er of that sol plus one further full sol. Our intent in this design

as to apply the simulated storm forcing for at least one full diur-

al cycle (with some extra margin of time) in order to capture the

ffect on the circulation at all local times during a sol and thus

aximize the ability of these short duration storms to affect the

tmosphere in their vicinity. The 10.5-sol duration storms were de-

igned to sample the long-duration tail end of the observed storm

uration distribution ( Guzewich et al., 2017 ). This choice of the du-

ation of short and long storms allows us to effectively bracket the

ast majority of the observed range of storm durations, and to ex-

mine whether a threshold in duration exists somewhere between

hose two extremes. 

The imposed storm simulations use the same background at-

ospheric dust vertical optical depth distributions as the reference

ase ( Conrath, 1975; Montmessin et al., 2004 ), with the imposed

torms added to this base state. Our choice of how far to extend

hese storms in the vertical is guided by: improved understanding

f the vertical distribution of dust in different types of dust storms

esulting from limb sounding data analysis ( Heavens et al., 2015;

ass et al., 2016 ), the need to keep the experiments consistent

and thus remain intercomparable), and the need to keep the range

f phase space explored to a reasonable size. For local storms, we
ake the default assumption that storm dust is limited to within

he lowest 20 km of the atmosphere. The observations suggest that

his confinement of dust likely provides the most accurate repre-

entation of local storm dust vertical mixing ( Heavens, 2017 ). For

arger storms, more complex structures involving near surface dust

oncentration maxima and upper level detrainment layers, super-

osed upon a background haze, appear more realistic, but with the

epth and nature of the detrained layer variable between different

torms ( Heavens et al., 2011; 2015; Guzewich et al., 2013 ). In order

o be able to directly compare our local and regional storms, and

ecause of the open-endedness of prescription of possible detrain-

ent layers (in height, thickness, optical depth, etc.), we decided

o prescribe regional storm dust vertical distribution in the same

ay as for local storms. As such, our default imposed storm ex-

eriments prescribe storm-enhanced dust opacity extending from

he surface to an elevation of 20 km above the surface. Above

his sharp cloud top the vertical optical depth profile returns to a

onrath-like functional form (i.e., uniform mixing ratios for most

f the height up to a cap altitude) but now based on the ref-

rence optical depth described by the climatological mean (e.g.,

ontmessin et al., 2004 ). Tables 1 and 2 summarize the range

f simulations performed, listing storm sizes, durations, locations,

nd strengths/opacities. We additionally conducted experiments in

hich the dust opacity within the storm was perturbed throughout
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the whole Conrath-like profile, while maintaining a capping alti-

tude around 40 to 75 km depending on latitude ( Montmessin et al.,

2004 ). This did not change the qualitative results, however, and

thus these results are not shown in this paper, although we briefly

comment upon them in Section 5 . 

We define storm “strength” in terms of the imposed total

dust optical depth, referenced to a wavelength of 0.67 microns

( Colburn et al., 1989 ) and quoted for a 700 Pa reference level. For

each imposed storm, the perturbation optical depth was held fixed

throughout the entire duration of the storm. The dust optical depth

(or equivalently, the underlying dust mixing ratio) was not allowed

to advect or evolve. For each of the previously mentioned sets of

storm parameters (location, size, and duration), 6 simulations were

performed with optical depths (“τ ”) of 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and 250

(or 200), although for clarity of plotting we do not show results

for the τ= 1 case (as it is in general very similar to the τ= 3 case)

nor for the τ= 100 case (which is generally similar to the τ= 250

case, albeit less intense). 

The choice of the range of simulated dust storm optical depths

was motivated by the desire to fully bracket with confidence the

actual range of optical depths of local storms and lifting centers

within regional storms. The first factor of ten of optical depth

range (1–10) has conventionally been used as a representative

benchmark in numerical simulations of global storms for decades

(e.g., Haberle et al., 1982 ), and is supported at large horizontal

length scales by orbiter thermal infrared observations ( Martin and

Richardson, 1993; Smith, 2008; Kleinböhl et al., 2009 ). The upper

range of plausibility is less well determined from observations but

what is not widely recognized is that upward-looking observations

have not been undertaken within active lifting centers of local or

regional storms. For example, the famous Viking Lander 1 storm of

Sol 1742 ( Moore, 1985 ) was not observed “in action” by the up-

ward looking opacity sensor. In addition, orbiter remote sensing

techniques generally saturate at optical depths much above 5–10.

As such, it is very unlikely that the optical depths representative

of active dust lifting have ever been accurately measured. Some

gauge of plausible upper limits of real dust cloud optical depths

can be taken from the fact that many local storms (and portions of

regional storms) develop discrete sharp edges (“texture”) and that

they completely obscure the underlying ground ( Guzewich et al.,

2015; 2017; Kulowski et al., 2017 ). Indeed, terrestrial clouds that

one might observe on a typical day generally have very steep gra-

dients of optical depth to define the visible cloud edge. For the

sharp edges of a typical terrestrial water cloud, the extinction co-

efficient, which is the optical depth per line-of-sight distance, is

in the range of 0.005-0.1 m 

−1 . In the extreme case of visibly crisp

cloud edges, this implies that an optical depth of 3 is obtained only

30 m into the cloud ( Liou, 1992 ). A good empirical sense of what

optical depth 3 hazes vs. optical depth ≥ 250 clouds look like can

be gained by examining detailed multi-angle and multi-spectral or-

biter images of terrestrial clouds such as those in Figs. 3 and 5 of

Marchand et al. (2010) . As such, to be certain of capturing the full

plausible range of dust storm optical depths, we extend the log-

arithmic sampling of optical depth from the more commonly as-

sumed (1–10) range to additionally include much more extreme

values (up to 250). 

3. Local storm results 

3.1. Influence of dust optical depth and distribution on heating and 

temperature profiles 

The net aerosol radiative heating and temperature vertical pro-

files for the prescribed short-period (1.5 sol) local storms at loca-

tion 1 are shown in Fig. 3 for the unperturbed reference case and

the τ= 3, 10, 30, and 250 cases. As mentioned previously, only the
ases in which imposed additional dust is placed within the low-

st 20 km of the atmosphere are shown. The profiles are shown

or the gridpoint at the center of the prescribed storm at 2 PM lo-

al solar time two sols prior to the storm (dashed), at 2 PM during

he second sol of the storm (solid), and at 2 PM two sols after the

torm imposition has ended (dotted). 

The dominant feature of all of the imposed storm heating rate

rofiles is the sharp heating maximum at the cloud top at 20 km.

his sharp peak is related to solar radiation that has passed rather

reely (i.e., with relatively little scattering or absorption) down

hrough the upper reaches of the atmosphere and has only en-

ountered significant absorption optical depths at the cloud top.

he heating profiles show two main trends with increasing opti-

al depth: a substantial increase in the net aerosol radiative heat-

ng as the optical depth is increased, and also a sharpening of the

eak of the radiative heating with optical depth. This sharpening

ust below the dust cloud top corresponds to the rapid increase

n absorption with depth near the dust cloud top when the optical

epth is larger. The gradient in absorption can also be expressed as

 gradient in transmission, which contributes to the calculation of

he familiar weighting functions used in remote sensing, and thus

hese dust heating profiles in some sense depict a peaked weight-

ng function. Above the peak of this weighting function, few dust

articles are available to absorb the incoming sunlight, while be-

ow the peak little insolation remains (at wavelengths in the dust

bsorption bands) to be absorbed by the dust. The weighting func-

ion is highly peaked in these storm cases, since the atmosphere

s relatively clear all the way down to the lower atmosphere, at

hich point the suddenly greater density of particles inside the

torm cloud yields a much sharper opacity contrast (a greater ex-

inction coefficient), hence much greater absorption per unit ver-

ical distance, and consequently creates what would appear to an

rbital observer to be a distinct textured dust cloud top. As the

olumn optical depth increases, this effect is intensified, leading to

n increasingly distinct cloud top. 

The maximum heating rates are very large. They correspond in

any cases to significant perturbation of the thermal profile, but

t should also be noted that these values do not occur over the full

iurnal cycle, that much heat is diffused laterally away from the

olumns heated by the storm, and that energy is vertically mixed

nd transported away from the cloud top. The high levels of cloud

op heating are conceptually consistent with the idea of high lev-

ls of buoyancy generation (e.g., Spiga et al., 2013 ), though we do

ot examine in this paper the mesoscale dynamics of the storm re-

ponse to this heating or any resultant deep vertical mixing (other

han the vertical thermal mixing generated by the model plan-

tary boundary layer mixing parameterization). As an aside, we

ote that the vertical wavelength of the heating structure (approx-

mately 30 km) is comparable to that of the diurnal tide, and while

he lateral extent of the storm is very small, energy could possibly

e pumped into the diurnal tide if these storms were sustained for

any sols. 

Irrespective of the total optical depth, the post-storm atmo-

phere (dotted lines) appears very little perturbed from its pre-

torm state (dashed lines) in all cases, foreshadowing the major

esults from the analysis of short duration local storms that will

e described in the following subsection. 

.2. Local, short duration (1.5 sol) storms 

Local storms were initiated in one of six locations (as listed

n Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 2 ) for a period of 1.5 sols for

ach of the four storm strengths cases listed in Table 1 . The mod-

led atmospheric response to these imposed storms was examined

y calculating the difference (deviation) of relevant atmospheric

elds (temperature, winds, and surface wind stress) from the val-
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of dust aerosol heating rate (A–E) and temperature (F–J) for the location 1 local short-period (1.5 sol) dust storm simulations, each varying the optical 

depth of the storm (shown on each panel title; see Table 1 and main text for details). In each panel, three profiles, each at approximately 2 PM local time, are shown: 2 sols 

before the storm is initiated (dashed), during the storm (solid), and 2 sols after the storm has stopped (dotted). 
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es generated by the model in the reference (no-storm) simula-

ion at the same locations and times. To assess changes within

he storm area, the values at the gridpoint at the center of the

mposed storm were examined. The central gridpoint was cho-

en to sample the location of maximum storm response. To assess

hanges exterior to the storm, we examined the values within a

alo two gridpoints away from the storm edge. Fig. 4 provides a

ictorial representation of the numerical model grid box area of

he imposed local storm and of the halo of exterior analysis grid-

oints used. We show the locations of the temperature gridpoints;

n MarsWRF, wind gridpoints are offset slightly from temperature

ridpoints (see Richardson et al. (2007) ), however winds are inter-
olated to the temperature gridpoints before being plotted in all

igures shown in this paper. 

The two major issues we are interested in examining are (1)

hether local storms generate consequential changes to the en-

ironment exterior to the storm while the storm heating exists,

hich might suggest a mechanism for the storm to spread be-

ond the heated area via induced dynamics, as well as (2) whether

hanges are generated after the storm perturbation has ceased,

hich might suggest a mechanism for extending the storm in time

r for one local storm to pre-condition the atmosphere for a subse-

uent event. We briefly describe the differences between the sim-

lations, and then comment on whether we believe these differ-
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Fig. 4. Schematic showing how statistics were calculated for analysis of the local 

storms simulations. The “X” symbols represent numerical model gridpoints. The cir- 

cled X is the gridpoint at the center of the prescribed storm. The light gray area is 

the area of the simulated local dust storm, in all cases, 3 gridpoints in both latitu- 

dinal and longitudinal extent. The dark gray area is the “halo” of gridpoints that are 

outside of the dust storm, but still close enough to be approximately representative 

of the same regional meteorology. 
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ences to be of consequence. Only location 1 results are described

here, as the other regions show the same general behavior (see fig-

ures in the supplemental material). 

Fig. 5 shows maps of the modeled horizontal winds and air

temperatures during the storm at a local time of 2 PM and their

deviations from the non-storm reference simulation, for the short

local dust storm imposed at location 1. The leftmost column of

panels shows the air temperature near the surface (at an altitude

of roughly 20 m) as a color scale field with wind vectors at this

level superposed, while the third column from the left shows the

same information but for an altitude of roughly 30 km. The second

and fourth columns show the deviation of the air temperature and

horizontal wind from the non-storm reference case for both alti-

tudes, respectively. From top to bottom, the simulations shown are

the unperturbed reference, τ= 3, 10, 30 and 250 cases (see Table 1 ).

The maps show relatively little influence of the storm upon any

variable, except for near-surface air temperature, until the optical

depth reaches τ= 10. In all storm cases, the 20 m air temperature

is reduced by the storm. This cooling results from the shading of

the lower atmosphere and surface by the dust. At the surface, this

cooling results in generally divergent flow at the storm edge, but

with exceedingly small perturbation values in all cases. The layer

at 30 km sits near the thermal minimum above the dust cloud top.

At an optical depth of τ= 10 and above, the influence of the vertical

wave structure seen in Fig. 3 is thus very pronounced. 

The lingering impact of the imposed storms two sols after the

imposed dust storm was removed is illustrated in Fig. 6 , which

uses the same format as Fig. 5 . Fig. 6 rather clearly shows that

the atmosphere is effectively unperturbed after 2 sols regardless of

whether the imposed storm had an optical depth of 3, 10, 30, or

250. Even for the τ= 250 storm, the air temperatures at upper lev-

els are only perturbed by a few K, primarily as a relative cooling of

the atmosphere to the south of the storm. The wind is perturbed

by a few m/s relative to the reference case, with some mild diver-
ence from the relative cooled region and with some mild conver-

ence toward the small, relatively warmed region. 

The influence of the imposed storms on the atmosphere is bet-

er quantified in Figs. 7, 8 , and 9 , which show model output for

very 2 hours (where we use “hour” to represent 1/24th of a Mar-

ian sol) over the entire span of the experimental simulation. These

lots show the variation in a given atmospheric quantity between

he reference and storm cases (as square symbols), and allow it to

e compared to the typical variation (as given by the standard de-

iation over the region of interest) of the same atmospheric quan-

ity within the reference case. In this way, the significance of the

ariation between a given storm case and the reference case can

e assessed. Where the variation between the reference and the

torm case is smaller or comparable to the natural variability of

he reference case, we have a quantitative means of determining

hat the storm influence is not significant. Conversely, if the varia-

ion between the storm case and the reference case is much larger

han the natural variability within the reference case, we may con-

dently state that the dust storm impact on the atmosphere is sig-

ificant. 

Fig. 7 confirms quantitatively what we concluded from exami-

ation of the temperature and wind field maps. It shows that the

ear surface (20 m) and upper (30 km) levels of the atmosphere

re not significantly perturbed, either interior or exterior to the

torm, after the dust optical depth perturbation is removed. During

he storm, the atmosphere within the storm is significantly per-

urbed for τ ≥ 10 at the 30 km level and for all optical depth cases

or the near surface atmosphere. Near the surface, temperature

ariations can be tens of K during and interior to the storm. Com-

arison with Fig. 5 shows this is generally due to strong shading

nd cooling of the surface and near-surface atmosphere, with the

argest variances from the non-storm reference case occurring dur-

ng the daytime, but also with significant, albeit smaller, heating

erturbations associated with increased infrared cooling to space

uring the night. 

The dynamical impact is better assessed by examining the wind

eld and associated surface wind stresses ( Figs. 8 and 9 ). The infor-

ation in these plots is presented in a similar format to that for air

emperature shown in Fig. 7 . The plots show that winds exterior to

he storm are never significantly different than would be expected

ased on natural variability within the reference simulation. Inte-

ior to the storm, low altitude wind speeds are shown to only sig-

ificantly exceed normal variability during the daytime, and even

hen by only 1 or 2 m/s. This is consistent with the near-surface air

emperature predictions, and with the fact that the largest impact

f the short-duration local storms involves shading of the daytime

urface from solar insolation. At upper altitudes (30 km), the wind

peed deviation is somewhat higher, reaching as much as 10 m/s

or the larger dust opacities. Interestingly, the upper level winds

or the largest optical depth case are perturbed long after the ces-

ation of the imposed dust storm heating. This is due to the rela-

ively long time required for the large approximately 30 km wave-

ength vertical wave structure set up by the imposed storm in this

imulation to be damped out by the atmosphere. 

Surface wind stress variance relative to the non-storm refer-

nce case is shown in Fig. 9 . These plots show that exterior to the

torm, wind stresses are not significantly perturbed relative to nat-

ral variability even during the storm, irrespective of optical depth.

nterior to the storm, by contrast, the stress variation is briefly in-

reased above natural variability for some storm cases during the

eriod of storm imposition. The variances have maximum positive

eviations of up to 10 −2 Pa, of the correct order of magnitude to

otentially initiate saltation and saltation-based wind stress dust

ifting (e.g., Newman et al., 2002; Basu et al., 2004; Ayoub et al.,

014 ). Even interior to the storm, however, wind stresses drop be-
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Fig. 5. Maps of near-surface (A–E, far left column, approximately 20 m altitude) and mid-atmosphere (J–N, third column from left, approximately 30 km altitude) air tem- 

peratures (colors) and horizontal winds (arrows), and differences (F–I, second column from left, near-surface; O–R, far right column, mid-atmosphere) of those temperatures 

and horizontal winds from the reference (storm-free) simulation in the location 1 1.5-sol local storm simulations. Local time shown is approximately 2 PM at the storm 

center during the complete sol of storm activity, i.e., the fourth sol of the overall simulation. (A,J) reference (storm-free) simulation; (B,F,K,O) τ= 3 simulation; (C,G,L,P) τ= 10 

simulation; (D,H,M,Q) τ= 30 simulation; (E,I,N,R) τ= 250 simulation (optical depths for each row are also shown at the left edge of each row). Square black boxes overlain in 

the center of each map show the areal extent of the imposed local storm. At the top of the second (near-surface atmosphere) and fourth (mid-atmosphere) columns, color 

scales for air temperature (upper) and air temperature difference (lower) maps are shown, with arrow scales for the horizontal wind (upper) and horizontal wind difference 

(lower) shown just below them. Note that wind vectors are only shown for every other gridpoint in each direction. 
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 , except the time shown is approximately 2 PM local time at the center of the storm 2 sols after the storm has stopped. Note the change in color scales. 
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Fig. 7. Temperature absolute value differences (colored squares) in location 1 1.5-sol local storm simulations relative to the storm-free case during the course of the simula- 

tions. The top row (A–B) shows near-surface (approximately 20 m altitude) air temperature differences, while the bottom row (C–D) shows mid-atmosphere (approximately 

30 km altitude) temperature differences. For the left column (A,C), the panels show the difference of the central gridpoint of the 9 gridpoint area of the simulated storm 

area (light gray area and circled X in Fig. 4 ). For the right column (B,D), the differences are calculated with respect to the average of the halo of gridpoints exterior to the 

prescribed storm (the dark grey region in Fig. 4 ). In each panel, the vertical dashed line shows the starting and ending times of the prescribed storms, while the solid line 

shows the standard deviation of temperatures in the reference simulation over the region of interest, i.e., over the 9 gridpoints of the simulated storm area in (A) and (C), 

and over the exterior halo of gridpoints in (B) and (D). In all panels, the color of the square indicates the optical depth of the storm in the simulation (see key in center of 

figure). Also note the logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 , except showing absolute value differences and standard deviations of horizontal wind speeds. 
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Fig. 9. The absolute value difference of surface wind stress (colored squares) in location 1 1.5-sol local storm simulations relative to the storm-free case during the course of 

the simulations. (A) The difference of the central gridpoint of the 9 gridpoint area of the simulated storm area (light gray area and circled X in Fig. 4 ). (B) The difference of 

the average of the halo of gridpoints exterior to the prescribed storm (the dark grey region in Fig. 4 ). In each panel, the vertical dashed line shows the starting and ending 

times of the prescribed storms, while the solid line shows the standard deviation over the region of interest, i.e., over the 9 gridpoints of the simulated storm are in (A), and 

over the exterior halo of gridpoints in (B). In all panels, the color of the square indicates the optical depth of the storm in the simulation (see key in left middle). 
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low natural background variability as soon as the imposed storm

optical depth is terminated. 

In this section, we have only described in detail the results for

location 1. The other locations confirm the general behavior that

short period local storms do not significantly modify the surface

wind fields or stresses exterior to the storm location, or in the re-

gion of the storm after the cessation of imposed dust optical depth

forcing (see supplemental figures). 

3.3. Local, long duration (10.5 sol) storms 

The 1.5 sol storms described in Section 3.2 correspond to the

preponderance of local storm durations as observed from Mars or-

biter cameras. However, it is interesting to consider whether more

sustained application of the same storm forcing, i.e., through con-

tinuous imposition of an increased dust optical depth, would gen-

erate a larger exterior or interior response. In other words, is there

a gradual “build up” in the atmospheric response to a local storm

if it is imposed on a timescale much longer than the Martian at-

mospheric radiative time constant, which is of order 1 sol near the

surface ( Goody and Belton, 1967 )? 

The surface wind stress deviation results for the imposition of a

local storm at location 1, but imposed for a period of 10.5 sols, are

shown in Fig. 10 and can be directly compared with Fig. 9 . Indeed,

Fig. 10 shows that the daily response interior and exterior to the

storm, and during and after the storm, are essentially the same

regardless of whether the storm is imposed for 1.5 or 10.5 sols.

For storms of both duration, there is a hint of a residual effect for

the sol after the storm ends, but in either storm, the effect is still

smaller than the background variability. In short, no residual or cu-

mulative effect of the imposition of a local storm is apparent as a
esult of sustained dust loading. This result is general to all six lo-

ations examined in this study (not shown). 

These results suggest that local dust storms of this size, even

hose with very high opacities, may not be able to grow purely via

hermal perturbations that produce increased local surface wind

tresses and hence dust lifting. Note that the observation that

ome fraction of local storms on Mars grow to larger scales tells us

othing about whether these storms grow through internal feed-

ack dynamics (i.e., increased dust lifting triggered by thermal

erturbations of the storm) or through externally imposed con-

itions (i.e., existing atmospheric flows not associated with the

torm, such as baroclinic fronts). Our results also suggest that sim-

le feedback of dust optical depth on local lifting may not be

ufficient by itself to force local storm growth in the absence of

ateral advection: the simulations cover the full range of plausi-

le dust optical depths, such that irrespective of how much dust

s present in the column, lateral storm expansion (by increasing

ind stresses above the lifting threshold in areas exterior to the

mposed storm) would not be accomplished. Our simulations are

ntrinsically synoptic in scale, and do not include interactive dust,

nd thus we cannot rule out the importance of linkages between

ust lifting, dust transport, and mesoscale dynamics, but note that

f these processes are important, they are also neglected in all in-

eractive global dust cycle modeling studies to date. More funda-

entally, by being able to isolate the dynamical response to the

mposition of the static thermal signature of dust storms, the simu-

ations in this paper provide a clear connection between cause and

ffect and provide a baseline against which fully interactive dust

imulations can be compared in order to assess impacts uniquely

scribable to dynamical dust feedbacks. 
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 , except for location 1 10.5-sol local storm simulations. 
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. Regional storm results 

The idealized local storms described in Section 3 were unable to

ignificantly perturb the atmosphere other than directly within the

rea of dust opacity augmentation and only while the increased

ptical depths were imposed. This result was independent of the

eriod of imposition of the storm opacity, for reasonable dura-

ions of local storms (i.e., spanning the range of durations mea-

ured from observations). Based on prior models of global dust

torm onset and evolution, we know that at some size, duration,

nd optical depth the background atmospheric thermal and dy-

amical state does become sensitive to the optical depth perturba-

ions associated with the storm (e.g., Wilson, 1997; Newman et al.,

002 ). In this section, we explore the response of the atmosphere

o imposition of regional scale storms, as defined in Section 2 . We

o this by prescribing regional dust storms over areas that include

ocations 1 and 2 from the local storm study (western Hellas and

estern Chryse, respectively; see Fig. 2 and Table 2 ). For both lo-

ations, perturbation dust optical depths are imposed within areas

f 31 × 15 gridpoints (62 ° longitude by 30 ° latitude). This corre-

ponds to an area of over 50 times greater than that imposed for

he local storms. 

For analysis purposes, the storm center definitions remain un-

hanged from those used for the local storms, but the large

atitudinal variations across the storm areas means that an ex-

ended halo cannot be used because latitudinal variations in the

elds would swamp the natural time variation and the storm-

nduced variations. Instead, several different locations exterior to

he storms, defined by a square region 3 × 3 gridpoints in size (6 °
ongitude by 6 ° latitude), have been used and their locations are

pecified within the analysis, as described below. 

We show results from both simulated regional storm locations,

ince some of the regional storms (at higher optical depth) do

enerate a consequential feedback on aspects of the circulation.

or the chosen simulation period, the location 1 site is nearer
 t  
he upwelling region of the tropical overturning (“Hadley”) circu-

ation, while location 2 is nearer the downwelling region, and thus

he two storms have rather different phenomenological character.

owever, we again note that the purpose of this study is to ask

hether storms of any given size consequentially modify the circu-

ation, with the phenomenological description of how the response

evelops being secondary. 

.1. Regional, long duration (10.5 sol) storms 

The near-surface and mid-level air temperatures and winds dur-

ng the last sol of a 10-sol regional storm imposed over the west-

rn Hellas region (location 1) are shown in Fig. 11 . The area of the

mposed storm is indicated by the overlain box. Optical depth cases

f τ= 3, 10, 30, and 200 are shown (only this set of simulations use

n upper bound of optical depth of 200 instead of 250). The sim-

lations are summarized in Table 1 . The imposed regional storm

verlaps the area of the imposed local storm shown in Section 3 ,

ut is also of interest because of the interaction of the region with

he growing CO 2 ice cap and because of the observed importance

f the western Hellas region for the initiation of the 2001 and 2007

lobal storms ( Strausberg et al., 2005; Wang and Richardson, 2015 ).

The near-surface air temperatures at 2 PM show the same sig-

ificant cooling as the local storms ( Section 3 ) as the dust optical

epth is increased. This results from the same shading of the sur-

ace and lower atmosphere at high optical depths. Note that the

emperature contrast across the edge of the storm can be very

arge when the optical depth is high. This very large contrast is

easonable when compared with the very significant decrease in

he daily maximum air temperatures measured by Viking Lander 1

uring both 1977 global storms (e.g., Ryan and Henry, 1979 ). The

ynamical response at synoptic scales of the regional storm is a

ittle different from those of the local storms, however. While the

ocal storms developed near-surface weak outflow at high opacity,

he regional storm develops consistent, but weak, inflow, though
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 5 , except showing differences in the location 1 10.5-sol regional storm simulations at an approximate local time of 2 PM (at the center of the storm) 

on the final sol of the simulated storm, i.e., the thirteenth sol of the overall simulation. Rectangular black boxes overlain in the center of each map show the areal extent of 

the imposed regional storm. Note the change in color scales. 
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without a clear spatial pattern. This flow pattern suggests inflow

and upwelling at low levels within the storm, whereas for the lo-

cal storms the cold air mass within the storm center was instead

collapsing and outflowing at the surface. This wind field perturba-

tion extends significantly beyond the edge of the prescribed storm

area. 

At higher altitudes, the 2 PM air temperature is increased

above the reference case for all simulations, but with significantly

warmer temperatures at larger optical depth. The wind field at

higher altitudes is increasingly perturbed as the optical depth in-

creases. In all cases a divergent perturbation flow develops with

associated anti-clockwise (anti-cyclonic) motion about the storm.

The combination of the high and low altitude flow perturbations

suggests that the full three-dimensional perturbation flow field
s associated with low-altitude convergence, upwelling within the

torm, and with divergence and outflow at high altitudes. Note that

he air arising from near the surface is significantly cooler than

hat at higher altitudes (the atmosphere is strongly stably strati-

ed) for the higher opacity cases and as such is being “pulled” up-

ards from above (by a high-altitude induced outflow) rather than

eing buoyantly “pushed” upwards from near the surface. 

Fig. 12 shows the signature in the thermal and dynamical state

f the atmosphere several sols after the storm has ended. At low

ltitudes, the rapid response of the surface to local radiative bal-

nce quickly damps the large amplitude of the perturbations seen

uring the storm, but residual deviations of several K remain, both

ithin and exterior to the area of storm imposition. This seems

specially evident along the southern edge of the area shown in
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Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11 , except showing an approximate local time of 2 PM (at the center of the storm) 2 sols after the storm has ended, i.e., the fifteenth sol of the overall 

simulation. Note the change in color scales. 
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he map panels where the storm appears to have modified the cap

dge distribution of CO 2 ice. The wind field perturbation at low al-

itudes has also become mildly anti-cyclonic (anti-clockwise), due

o the termination of the thermally induced surface low pressure

ystem after the storm cessation. 

At higher altitudes, the thermal structure remains very signifi-

antly perturbed 2 sols after the end of the storm. The differences

re visible as large-scale perturbations in the meridional thermal

tructure and with most of the heating (relative to the non-storm

eference case) being at latitudes away from the area of storm im-

osition. This heating must therefore be associated with dynamical

ather than radiative processes. 

The influence of a long duration, regional storm imposed over

estern Chryse (location 2), both during and after the 10-sol pe-

iod of storm imposition, is shown in Figs. 13 and 14 , respectively.
he Chryse storm is interesting in that it is forced within the con-

ext of the strong polar jet. The zonal mean structure of the polar

et in the non-storm reference can be seen in Fig. 17 a. The general

attern of thermal perturbation during the storm ( Fig. 13 ) at both

ower and higher altitudes is generally similar to that of the storm

ear Hellas: cooling at low altitudes resulting from shading; heat-

ng at higher altitudes; and lower altitude convergence and higher

ltitude divergence. However, there are clearly some more complex

atterns of interaction with the jet at higher altitudes. The simula-

ions generate a significant warming of the atmosphere poleward

f the jet core. The perturbation higher altitude wind fields show

 net meridional flow poleward across the jet. 

The influence of all four storm strength cases upon the polar jet

t upper levels is evident 2 sols after the end of the storm ( Fig. 14 ).

n all cases, the polar air mass is cooled relative to the storm-free
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Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 5 , except showing differences in the location 2 10.5-sol regional storm simulations at an approximate local time of 2 PM (at the center of the storm) 

on the final sol of the simulated storm, i.e., the thirteenth sol of the overall simulation. Note the change in color scales. 
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reference case and the jet is deflected further to the south. This

represents a “rebound” of the jet relative to its poleward deflection

during the storm and also results in a strong wave forcing along

the jet. At lower altitudes, there also remains a cooling effect of

the storm. 

In summary, Figs. 11 to 14 show that, unlike the local storms,

the regional storms are able to modify the atmosphere at a signif-

icant distance from the area directly experiencing an increase in

dust optical depth while the storm is occurring, and that this per-

sists for several sols even after radiative heating is removed. Al-

though the radiative forcing reverts to be equivalent to the non-

storm reference case immediately upon the termination of the im-

posed storm, the atmospheric dynamical and thermal state has

been sufficiently affected so as to require time to relax back to the

unperturbed case. 
Quantitative and time-evolving information on the lower and

igher altitude air temperatures from the long duration regional

torm imposed at location 1 (Hellas) is shown in Fig. 15 . These

lots also show the environmental variance in the non-storm refer-

nce case (solid line) against which the magnitude of deviations of

he storm cases can quantitatively be compared, as was also done

or the local storms in Section 3 . However, rather than compar-

ng deviations and natural variability over a halo surrounding the

torm (as was done for the local storms), for the regional storm

e compare them at two different storm-exterior 3 × 3 gridpoint

ites, northeast and northwest of the storm, at locations indicated

n the Fig. 15 caption. 

As with the local storms, near-surface air temperatures within

he storm are significantly modified relative to the non-storm ref-

rence case. However, with the regional storms, near-surface tem-
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Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13 , except showing an approximate local time of 2 PM (at the center of the storm) 2 sols after the storm has ended, i.e., the fifteenth sol of the overall 

simulation. Note the change in color scales. 
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eratures exterior to the storm are also significantly modified, even

n the lowest optical depth case. As suggested by examination of

he air temperature maps at a fixed instant of time ( Fig. 14 ), the

eviation of the near-surface air temperature from the unperturbed

on-storm reference case persists many sols after the termination

f the storm, though the existence and magnitude of the pertur-

ation is a strong function of relative location and imposed storm

trength. This likely reflects the fact that regional storms influence

he larger-scale and longer-lived circulation by modifying existing

ynoptic circulation systems. Depending on where in particular the

torm is imposed relative to these circulation systems, the storm

ill have a varying ability to influence them. For the purposes of

he current study these details do not matter; what is important

s that the long-duration regional storms have a demonstrated ca-
ability to modify the background circulation, both at significant

istances from the area actually heated by the atmospheric dust

nd for a significant time interval after the heating has been re-

oved. The distal atmosphere clearly “notices” the long duration

egional storms whereas it did not notice the local storms dis-

ussed in Section 3 . 

Surface wind stress perturbations within and exterior to the im-

osed storms are interesting because of the implications for fur-

her wind-stress dust lifting. The temporal evolution of perturba-

ion wind stresses both at the storm center and the exterior sites

entioned above are shown in Fig. 16 . In all areas, the deviations

n wind stress between the storm cases and the reference case are

arger than the natural variability at those locations in the refer-

nce case during the storm interval. Wind stress deviations in ex-
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Fig. 15. The absolute value difference of temperature (colored squares) in location 1 10.5-sol regional storm simulations relative to the storm-free case during the course of 

the simulations. The left column (A–C) shows near-surface (approximately 20 m altitude) air temperature differences, while the right column (D–F) shows mid-atmosphere 

(approximately 30 km altitude) temperature differences. For the top row (A,D) the panels show the difference of the central gridpoint of the 31 × 15 gridpoint area of the 

simulated storm area. For the second and third rows (B–C,E–F), differences are calculated at gridpoints outside the storm area. For the second row (B,E), the gridpoint is 

two gridpoints north west of the northwest corner of the storm location, while for the third row (C,F), the gridpoint is two gridpoints northeast of the northeast corner of 

the storm location. In each panel, the vertical dashed line shows the starting and ending times of the prescribed regional storms, while the solid line shows the standard 

deviation in the reference simulation of a 9 (3 × 3) gridpoint area centered on the gridpoint of interest in each row, i.e., the central gridpoint of the storm in (A,D), and the 

three points outside the storm area in (B–C,E–F). In all panels, the color of the square indicates the optical depth of the storm in the simulation (see key in center of figure). 
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cess of background variability continue for several sols after the

end of the storm. 

To complete the picture regarding how the regional storms in-

fluence the synoptic-scale atmosphere, we show in Figs. 17 and 18

meridional cross-sections of the zonal-mean zonal wind and its de-

viation from the non-storm reference state several sols after the

termination of the applied storm. The Hellas (location 1) storm is

shown in Fig. 17 , while the Chryse (location 2) storm is shown in

Fig. 18 . The zonal wind is easily interpretable in terms of the lati-

tudinal gradient in the atmospheric temperature and vice versa via

the thermal wind relationship. 

Fig. 17 shows the zonal-mean zonal wind response to the re-

gional storm in Hellas (location 1). Here the heating is applied

within the southern (summer) hemisphere upwelling branch of
he mean overturning circulation. The result is to weaken both

he easterlies over the equator at mid-altitudes and the westerly

olar jet, especially on its equatorward side. The result is a nar-

owing of the westerly polar jet and a shifting of its centroid to-

ards the pole. There is also a significant warming of the win-

er polar atmosphere. Modeling of the response of the general

irculation to the widespread dust forcing associated with global

ust storms has shown that the overall increase of the merid-

onal overturning (“Hadley”) circulation is directly linked to win-

er polar warming and the decrease in the strength of the polar

et (e.g., Wilson, 1997 ). Clearly even the more spatially confined

ust forcing used in our regional storm simulations produces a

ualitatively similar response. The increase in the poleward trans-

ort in the overturning circulation is accomplished at higher alti-
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Fig. 16. Similar to Fig. 15 , except showing absolute value differences in surface wind stress. The rows represent the same physical location as used in Fig. 15 . 
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udes than the peak in the non-storm reference case, as can be in-

erred from Fig. 17 from the strong decrease in westerlies (i.e., the

tronger negative wind perturbations) in the northern hemisphere

bove 40–50 km in storms of optical depth of τ ≥ 10. 

Fig. 18 shows, for the Chryse storm, the more complex influence

f a regional storm applied within the northern (winter) hemi-

phere downwelling branch of the overturning circulation. The po-

ar jet is slowed and shifted poleward more significantly than

or the Hellas storm (for equivalent optical depths). However, the

trong negative wind perturbations (i.e., weakening of jet wester-

ies) that developed throughout the northern hemisphere at levels

bove 40 km for the Hellas storm only appear above 70 km or so

or the Chryse storm. This suggests much less strengthening of the

verturning circulation for the winter hemisphere storm in Chryse

han for the summer hemisphere storm in Hellas. The easterly ac-

eleration, however, extends deeply into the southern hemisphere

or the Chryse storm, suggesting a more hemispherically consistent

south-to-north) acceleration of the flow near the model top. Com-

ined with increasing westerlies in the southern high latitudes, the

ffect of the Chryse (winter) storm is to make the circulation more

s  

d  
emispherically symmetric, i.e., to push the meridional circulation

oward a more equinoctial (as opposed to solsticial) pattern. 

.2. Regional, short duration (1.5 sol) storms 

The simulations examined to this point have shown that while

ocal storms (of order 10 5 km 

2 ) do not significantly perturb the at-

osphere beyond the area directly heated by suspended dust and

ave no significant impact on the atmosphere after storm cessa-

ion, regional storms applied for multiple sols over areas of order

0 6 km 

2 have both a widespread and lasting impact. In this sec-

ion, we briefly examine an intermediate case of a regional storm

pplied for 1.5 sols, i.e., the same length of time as used for simu-

ating the typical local storms. The results of these simulations are

ot shown here but are provided in the supplementary materials. 

As with all the various storm cases (of different areal extents

nd durations) already shown in this study, the near-surface air

emperatures are cooled due to dust shading of the surface while

he storm is active. Exterior to the storm, however, there is little

ignature in either the temperature or wind fields at low altitudes

uring the storm. This result extends to the period after storm ces-
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Fig. 17. Zonal-average zonal winds (A–E, left column) and differences (F–I, right column) of those zonal-average zonal winds from the reference (storm-free) simulation 

in the location 1 10.5-sol storm simulations as a function of latitude and altitude. Model output is shown from the tenth sol after commencement of the storm, i.e., the 

thirteenth sol of the overall simulation, and results at each longitude have also been averaged over that entire sol to remove any residual tidal signature in the zonal averages. 

(A) Reference (storm-free) simulation; (B,F) τ= 3 simulation; (C,G) τ= 10 simulation; (D,H) τ= 30 simulation; (E,I) τ= 200 simulation. At the top of the second column, color 

scales for zonal winds (upper) and zonal wind differences (lower) are shown. Dashed lines in each panel show the latitudinal and vertical extent of the simulated regional 

storm area. 
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Fig. 18. Same as Fig. 17 , except for the location 2 10.5-sol regional storm simulation, and at an equivalent time during the storm (i.e., the tenth sol of the storm, the 

thirteenth sol of the overall simulation). 
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Fig. 19. Schematic diagram showing two dimensions of storm size and storm du- 

ration of the phase space of Martian dust storms to illustrate broad regimes of 

feedback effects for the different storm types examined in this study. A third, or- 

thogonal, phase dimension of storm optical depth is not shown, as it only acts as 

a roughly monotonic intensifier of these effects when they occur, without signifi- 

cantly altering the nature of the regimes. 
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sation as well. At higher altitudes, the storms generate a heating

interior to the area of imposed optical depth increase while the

storm is active. After the storm cessation, all of the storm cases

show a modest cooling of the high (poleward) latitudes, corre-

sponding to a slight cooling of the post-storm winter polar vortex

on its equatorward side. Surface wind stress variations due to the

storm are only in some areas slightly larger the natural variabil-

ity of the non-storm reference case. Finally, the influence of the

Hellas and Chryse storms on the zonal mean circulation is in the

same sense as that described for the long duration (10.5 sol) re-

gional storms, but with much smaller magnitudes. 

In summary, these results suggest that, unlike the case for the

longer duration regional storms, short-lived regional storms have

only a very weak impact on air temperatures, high altitude winds,

and surface wind stresses. Thus, it is evident that, even if applied

over large length scales, if dust forcing does not last for some

threshold number of sols (between 1.5 and 10) it does not sig-

nificantly modify the distal atmosphere, nor are the effects long-

lasting in the region of the storm itself once the heating has

ceased. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 

In this study, we have explored a range of spatial and temporal

scales of dust storms, motivated by observations, over which we

searched for the occurrence of meaningful atmospheric dynamical

response to storms. While experiments have previously been con-

ducted with the MarsWRF GCM using a fully interactive dust cycle

( Newman and Richardson, 2015 ), this study was designed to iso-

late the synoptic response solely to the prescription of static dust

storm thermal forcing. The model was used to specifically inves-

tigate whether storm heating alone has the potential to generate

a larger scale atmospheric response that could generate increase

dust lifting either close to or at a distance from the initial storm,

or precondition the atmosphere for future storm growth. 

Our results show that imposed heating perturbations on the

scale of observed local dust storms (of order 10 5 km 

2 and about

1 sol) are not sufficient to cause significant atmospheric response

outside the area of imposed storm heating. Significance is defined

via comparison with the modeled natural variability of an other-

wise identical model simulation but without any additional heat-

ing from an imposed dust storm. In other words, heating from im-

posed local storms does not change the thermal or dynamical state

of the atmosphere beyond the area of direct forcing by amounts

larger than the normal environmental variance. This result is ap-
licable to six different areas sampled across the globe and to a

road range of optical depths. 

We investigated whether the duration of imposition of local

torms and their consequent heating influenced the atmospheric

esponse beyond storm cessation by applying heating for 10.5 sols

ather than the default 1.5 sol time scale of most local storms. This

et of experiments was designed to test the hypothesis that the

nfluence of the local storm was not allowed to develop for long

nough relative to the radiative time constant of the atmosphere,

pproximately 1–2 sols ( Goody and Belton, 1967 ). The model re-

ults suggest that the duration of storm imposition is not signif-

cant at the length scales of local storms. During the period of

torm forcing, the magnitude of the interior and exterior thermal

nd dynamical perturbations were similar to those that developed

ithin the 1.5-sol duration storms. After cessation of the 10.5-sol

torms, the atmosphere returned to its pre-storm state as rapidly

s the reversion that followed cessation of the 1.5-sol storms. 

The mesoscale dynamics within local storms have previously

een investigated by Rafkin (2009) and Spiga et al. (2013) . Our

xperiments were run at synoptic scales and thus did not cap-

ure mesoscale systems; however, they do shed some light on local

torm internal dynamics. Our results suggest that there is “buoy-

nt collapse” in the lower reaches of the storms with consequent

ear-surface outflow. The modeled local storms also demonstrate

 vertical segregation of buoyancy, with shading and cooling at

ower altitudes being compensated for with higher altitude (“cloud

eck”) heating and generation of positive buoyancy. This vertical

tructure is qualitatively similar to that generated in the detach-

ent of “rocket” dust storms ( Spiga et al., 2013 ), although our cho-

en model resolution and focus on non-advective dust does not al-

ow us to comment on the potential strength of the vertical trans-

ort of dust. 

The next category of storm was examined by increasing the

torm area to over 10 6 km 

2 and the duration to 10.5 sols, both typ-

cal of regional storms. At these scales, the regional storms created

ignificant perturbations to the thermal and dynamical structure

oth beyond the area of thermal forcing imposition and after ces-

ation of the thermal forcing. The precise nature of the perturba-

ions depended on location, both the location relative to the storm

enter and the absolute geographical location, and would almost

ertainly differ for different seasons. However, the important point

or this paper is that regional, long-lived storms have the potential

o dramatically change the atmospheric structure outside of the

ocation and period of imposed optical depth and therefore that

torm feedback associated with the direct thermal and dynami-

al impact of the storm (rather than due to aerosol lateral mix-

ng or advection) is possible for this category of storms. The iso-

ation of this mechanism would not have been possible in a more

omplex experimental setup where radiative-dynamical-advective

nteractions would have become blurred and potentially confused. 

The regional storms not only influenced the atmosphere in the

urrounding region outside the storm, but also modified the global

irculation. The ability of large-scale changes of atmospheric dust

o modify the general circulation is well-known (e.g., Haberle et al.,

982; 1993; Murphy et al., 1995; Wilson, 1997; Newman et al.,

0 02; Basu et al., 20 04; Kahre et al., 20 06 ). The regional storms

imulated for this study, at Ls = 220 °, show a more complex re-

ponse than the direct intensification of the meridional circula-

ion that results from global optical depth increases. The sum-

er hemisphere Hellas (location 1) storm generates an increasing

ntensification of the overturning circulation with increasing op-

ical depth. The winter hemisphere Chryse (location 2) storm is

ore complex, with both a weakening of the polar jet and of the

ean overturning circulation. Instead of accelerating the solstice-

ike mean circulation that exists in the reference case, the Chryse

torm tends to oppose the circulation and revert the atmosphere
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o a more equinox-like state. The reason for this difference is that,

n the Hellas storm, the heating is imposed in the region con-

aining the upwelling branch of the Hadley cell, whereas for the

hryse storm the heating is imposed in the region containing the

ownwelling branch. Significant thermal perturbation signatures at

 distance from the location of imposed optical depth enhance-

ents are noted in both cases, which is consistent with spacecraft

bservations that show a thermal response at great distance from

he location of long-duration regional dust storms (e.g., Kass et al.,

016 ). 

Our results suggest that when dust heating is applied for many

ols, a very significant transition in impact on the atmosphere ex-

sts for spatial scales between 10 5 and 10 6 km 

2 . We further ex-

mined whether there was an analogous temporal threshold, i.e.,

hether long storms would produce a greater response than short

torms. The result was that there was no significant distal or long-

asting response to local storms on either time scale, but there was

 threshold for regional storm response between 1 and 10 sols.

e can speculate about the reasons for both the time scale and

ength scale threshold for creation of distal and long-lasting storm

esponse to heating. We have already mentioned that the time

cale threshold appears coincident with the radiative timescale

f the lower atmosphere, where the application of heat for long

nough may allow dynamical processes to become competitive

ith the re-radiation of heat to space. For the dynamical length

cale threshold, there are two potential physical explanations. First,

he threshold in the length scale is consistent with the longest

cale that can plausibly be advected in one sol and thus may rep-

esent the minimum scale that can be sustained against advective

issipation. Second, the threshold is close to the Rossby radius of

eformation, which provides a gauge of the smallest length scale

t which coherent synoptic scale structures can be sustained. 

Based on all of the simulations performed in this study, we thus

onclude that thresholds for significant distal and long-lasting re-

ponse exist when the storm is larger than a threshold area be-

ween about 10 5 to 10 6 km 

2 and lasts longer than a threshold du-

ation between 1 and 10 sols. Empirically, it may be possible to re-

ne the location of these spatial and temporal thresholds through

any further simulations, but it is unclear how sensitive the pre-

ise locations (or widths) of these thresholds would be to geo-

raphical storm location (examined to a limited extent here), sea-

onality (not examined here), and even optical depth. Despite the

elatively limited range of phase space parameters examined here,

t should be noted that the super-set of ensembles used already

xceeds 200 individual simulated cases. The range of storm opti-

al depths already examined here indicate that, at least for opti-

al depths greater than or equal to 1, increasing the dust storm

trength acts only to intensify results roughly monotonically, and

oes not change the qualitative results. Fig. 19 shows a generalized

chematic of the influence of the different classes of storms exam-

ned in this study based on storm size and duration. 

Although not shown, we completed the full range of simula-

ions (location, size, and duration) presented in this paper but with

he increase in dust optical depth spread through the full vertical

xtent of the atmosphere following a Conrath profile. Because of

he functional form of the Conrath profile, this is equivalent to a

torm capped at about 45–70 km altitude (depending on latitude).

hese results effectively repeat those shown already in the paper,

n the sense that local and short duration regional storms do not

ignificantly perturb the atmosphere above the natural background

ariability. The results also show that long duration regional storms

odify the large-scale structure. The details of the modification of

he circulation in these cases with deeply spread dust are different

rom those cases where the dust is limited to a vertical extent of

0 km. However, the differences are not significant to the conclu-

ions presented in this work. 
The central implication of this study is that the vast majority of

ocal dust storms on Mars likely lie in a size and duration regime

elow the thresholds necessary to trigger their growth to the next

ategory scale along the dust storm cascade via the production of a

istal and long-lasting atmospheric response. Implicit in this con-

lusion is the concept that dust storms exist in one of a number of

ifferent size states that are differentiable on the basis of their fun-

amental growth mechanisms, which in turn depend upon their

ize and history. Full growth from local to global scales involves

he crossing of several different size and duration thresholds that

ctivate different feedback systems within the local, regional, and

lobal atmosphere. Our results are preliminary in the sense that

dvection of dust to other locations might provide an additional

eans for feedback growth that is not considered here. However,

he extent of dust advection over a diurnal timescale with contin-

ous application of typical lower atmosphere wind speeds is of or-

er 10 0 0 km, although with tidal turning, net advection distances

ould tend to be much less, around 200 km (and thus only one

r two extra gridpoints at the resolution of the simulations used

ere). It thus remains to be tested whether the advection of dust,

nd its impact on heating and circulation distal to the storm, facili-

ates local storm growth. It is also possible that, while a prescribed

niform increase in dust loading does not appear to enhance wind

tresses (and hence lifting) within or at the periphery of a local

torm, micro/mesoscale processes not captured here may be able

o do so. However, the present study demonstrates unambiguously

hat thermal and dynamical perturbations alone cannot grow local

torms. 

Considering only the thermal and dynamical response, our re-

ults show that local storms do not generate larger-scale external

eedbacks, i.e., they do not induce significant dynamical flows ex-

erior to the storm. This suggests another key result of this study,

hat if only thermal and dynamical processes are important, local

torms are a distinct category of event definable by their depen-

ence for creation upon circulations at scales larger than them-

elves, and do not have access to growth mechanisms available

o regional (and global) storms. The size, evolution, and dura-

ion of local storms would then be a function purely of exter-

ally imposed conditions: the size and duration of the surround-

ng wind system (e.g., the area and period of winds experienced

ue to tidal or baroclinic wave amplification ( Wang et al., 2003 ),

r the constructive interference of tidal, cap, and slope flows (e.g.,

oigo et al., 2002 ) and the surface availability of loftable dust. If

o, then only when the coincidence of these externally imposed

onditions generates a storm of sufficient size and for sufficient

uration (i.e., longer-lived regional storms) would exterior storm-

nduced flows enable the possibility of further amplification of the

torm to planet-encircling or global scales. 
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